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Headlines
1. Members of the Committee
2. Objective of the Commission

“The Union of Syrians to Defends the Detainees” is very pleased to announced the creation of 3. The position of the Constitution
“The Political Committe for Syrian Detainees” which has emerged from the union after more than
two months of hard work and intense discussion among union members.

The Political Committe members :
1.Dr.Mohamed Fadel Moghrabi the chairman of the committee
2.Ms. Bushra Saleh the Vice-Chairman of the Committee.
3.Mr. Mohamed Kaaka the Secretary of the Committee
4.Mr.Ahmad Rasoul AL-Hashem Head of the Union Bureau office and the official spokes man for the Union.
5.Solicitor Ms. Nasra AL- Araaj
6.Ms. Ghalia Rahal
7.Ms. Maysson AL-Labbad
8.Dr.A.m. Hariri
9.Mr. Abdul Naser Mohammad
10.Mr. Ahmed Hameesh
11. Mr. Mari AL-essali
Each of the committee member can represent his political committee at his current resident country.
New members can be added on to the political committee according to the union internal regulations and rules.

The Political Committee objectives,
To preserve the demands of Syrian people for the Freedom of detainees through legal, political and diplomatic means.To
protect detainee files from corruption, extortion, and Political black mailing.To preserve the rights and demands of Syrian
people, specially the Transitional Justice during the transitional period.The Political Committee for the Syrian Detainees during
the foundation meeting has announced its commitment to meet the demands and objectives of the Syrian people for freedom,
dignity, justice, to release all detainees, to reveal the fate of forcibly disappeared, and to hold accountable those who committed
war crimes against the Syrian people through legitimate international courts.
The Political committee opinion regarding the recent creation of institutional committee for a new Syrian legislation,
The political committee considers that the Geneva process is the only path for a political solution in Syria.The political
committee strongly deplores the manner which the Security Council resolutions have been chaotically implemented outside the
correct order which has been set out by the security council, in particular resolution 2254 .The political committee strongly
believes that resolution 2254 must be implemented in the correct order, starting with forming a transitional government,
followed by releasing all detainees, and allowing unconditional humanitarian access across the country to all areas including
camps and sieged areas, those are three non-negotiating bands must get implemented before moving to the constitutional
committee and setting out a new legislation for Syria, the resolution should be ended with parliamentary election under united
nation and independent international observers, the constitutional committee must be formed by unbiased, honest and wellknown highly reputable Syrian legal experts, the new legislation must be approved by Syrian people through open referendum,
and the legislation must be done in open manner away from any international interference.The current institutional committee
does not meet the Syrian objective and aspiration, it has been formed outside Syria, in unhealthy environment, influenced by
other countries working in favor of Assad regime, with biased and corrupted members, most of them are unknown to Syrian
people, have no professional qualifications, no legal experience, they surely do not represent the Syrian people, and are not
qualified to do the job.Security council resolutions must get implemented away from criminal Assad and his cronies, after both
Russian and Iranian occupation ends and leave the country, after ISIS and all terrorist organizations in Syria get defeated.God
bless Syria and Syrian people.The political committee for Syrian detainees .
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